Immortalisation of primary cells.
Knowledge of the target cells is fundamental to maximise efficiency in attempts at immortalisation of specific cell types. It is also important to optimise the primary cell culture system to promote the survival of the target cell population. Other important factors that may influence the success in obtaining immortalised cells include the toxicity and efficiency of the immortalisation procedure. These can be assessed experimentally and if necessary appropriate techniques can be employed to purify the target cells. When cell lines have been established it is vital to assess them at an early stage for desired scientific and practical features as well as determining their stability and life-span. Furthermore, early characterisation of cell line authenticity (e.g. genetic characters, species of origin) and quality control testing will avoid wasted time and resources should contamination with micro-organisms or another cell line occur. Establishing a programme of immortalisation is a serious undertaking that should only be considered when there are no candidate continuous cell lines available. However, new approaches to modify the biology of cells to give extended life-span, whilst retaining the characteristics of differentiated cells in vivo, will hopefully provide valuable new substrates for in vitro toxicology.